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Introduction
The responsibility of writing a strategy for exploration includes a cor-
responding responsibility to assess the extent to which its recommendations
are carried out. It also requires a periodic review of the strategy to deter-
mine its relevance as its objectives are fulfilled and as the scientific field
advances. In view of this advisory responsibility, the Committee on Plan-
etary and Lunar Exploration (COMPLEX) has undertaken to review and
revise the 1978 report Strategy for Exploration of the Inner Planets, 1977-1987
(National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1978). The committee
has found the 1978 report to be generally still pertinent, with some excep-
tions. COMPLEX therefore issues its new report in the form of an update.
The previous report is not superseded, but modified as described below.
The committee reaffirms the basic objectives for exploration of the planets:
to determine the present state of the planets and their satellites, to understand
the processes active now and at the origin of the solar system, and to understand
planetary evolution, including the appearance of hfe and its relation to the
chemical history of the solar system.
This update incorporates as appropriate the advice provided by other
relevant reports of COMPLEX and the Space Studies Board (SSB) dur-
ing the period since the publication of the 1978 report. The committee
completed the update pursuant to the following charge:
1. Identify those portions of the 1978 strategy that remain valid and
those that require reassessmenc
2. Briefly summarize significant changes in the state of scientific
knowledge regarding Mercury, Venus, the Moon, and Mars since the pub-
lication of the 1978 strategy.
3. Revise the scientific objectives and measurement requirements for
those bodies as necessary.
4. Review the principal issues addressed by the 1978 strategy for
the inner planets, including program balance, supporting research, and
international cooperation.
Chapter 2 contains an overview of the committee's conclusions, includ-
ing a listing of all recommendations. For each planet, a concise chapter
outlines progress in the science since 1978, states the major scientific objec-
tives, and provides a summary of recommendations; other relevant topics
pertaining to each object are discussed as necessary (Chapters 3 to 6). In
Chapters 7 to 9 the committee briefly addresses the broader policy issues
mentioned in the charge. A complete listing of the 1978 recommendations
appears as an appendix to this update.
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Overview
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES SINCE 1978
A number of developments in the decade following the publication
of the 1978 report have made this update necessary. These developments
fall into three areas--programmatic, scientific, and technical. The major
programmatic issue is that progress toward the goals recommended in the
1978 report has been much slower than the committee anticipated when
it wrote the original strategy. The Challenger disaster and cost increases
associated with the Space "l'l'ansportation System have resulted in long delays
in the launch of planned missions. These unforeseen complications have
placed large stresses on resources for new and planned missions, as well
as on supporting activities. Since the publication of the previous strategy,
only one U.S. mission has been launched to the inner planets. During
this period the capabilities of other nations for planetary research have
increased as well. This has provided a new environment for consideration
of international cooperation.
The last decade has nonetheless included significant U.S. and USSR
planetary missions. Pioneer Venus has orbited Venus, and the Soviet Union
has launched six missions to Venus, including radar mappers, landers, and
atmospheric balloons, and has sent the PHOBOS mission to Mars. Most
recently, the United States has launched the Magellan mission, which is
currently en route to Venus, and the Mars Observer mission is progressing
toward a 1992 launch date. Galileo made new observations of Venus when
the spacecraft flew by it on the way to Jupiter. Several European nations
havecontributedinstrumentsto theSovietVEGAandPHOBOSmissions,
and Japan has launched its first experimental mission to the Moon.
The major scientific developments include not only the understanding
of new data from the space missions mentioned above, but also the deeper
analysis of information from previous missions. The span of time has
allowed a synthesis of many of these results. Additionally, basic research,
ground-based observations, and theoretical modeling have provided new
information and insights.
Technical advances in instrumentation and computation make possible
investigations that were considered unrealistic a decade ago. One very
positive development is that economical ways have now been found to
send an orbiting spacecraft to Mercury, a project considered prohibitively
difficult when the 1978 report was written.
The extensive delays in our planetary exploration program, the changed
international environment, and the new data and continuing analysis of old
data, together with our new perspectives based on current technology and
understanding, all argue for a review of the existing strategy.
REVIEW OF 1978 REPORT
COMPLEX has undertaken a comprehensive review of the discussions
and recommendations made in the 1978 report Strategy for Exploration
of the Inner Planets: 1977-1987 (Appendix A). This review has included
numerous presentations by leading authorities, who have described the
current status and objectives of exploration of the inner planets. Based on
these presentations and the most recent scientific publications, COMPLEX
has concluded that the existing strategy is mostly valid and does not require
extensive revision. The committee therefore endorses the discussion and
recommendations of the 1978 report, except as noted below.
Nevertheless, some parts of the report are outdated, especially the
descriptions of the state of scientific knowledge at the time of writing. The
present report is therefore an update to the 1978 strategy, enumerating
the significant progress since that time, providing a current perspective
on the outstanding scientific objectives, and delineating a small number
of recommendations that extend and modify the 1978 recommendations
and measurement requirements. The major modifications are to raise the
priority of some of the 1978 objectives, to note where expected achievement
of some goals has not occurred, and to add some objectives not mentioned
in 1978. The committee additionally provides advice on some key policy
issues where significant developments have taken place over the last decade,
in particular with regard to supporting research, program balance, and
international cooperation.
5NEW RECOMMENDATIONS
The extensions and revisions to the recommendations made in the
1978 report are summarized in the following recommendations:
Mercury
• Characterization of Mercury's magnetic field should be a primary
objective for exploration of that planet.
Venus
• Characterization of the basic structure, composition, and dynamics
of Venus's atmosphere should be a primary objective.
• Acquisition of seismic data from Venus should be maintained as a
highly desirable goal.
• Serious study of instruments operating at Venusian surface temper-
atures should be undertaken and preliminary studies should be conducted
to determine the technical feasibility of sample return from Venus.
The Moon
• A spacecraft or series of them should be placed in a lunar polar
orbit.
• The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
should develop the technology to deploy geophysical stations.
• Global mineralogical measurements at high spatial and spectral
resolution should be given a high priority.
Mars
• The importance of the scientific objectives of study of the Martian
atmosphere, interior, magnetic field, and global properties should be given
equal priority with the objective of intensive study of local areas.
• The geochemical, isotopic, and paleontological study of Martian
surface material for evidence of previous living material should be a prime
objective of future in situ and sample return missions.
Supporting Research
• NASA should support a vigorous program of data analysis, basic
research, and scientific instrument development.
Program Balance
• Exploration of the inner planets in the next two decades should
include further exploration of Mercury and Venus because a program of
planetary exploration that includes only Mars and the Moon is scientifically
inadequate.
International Cooperation
• Selection of foreign scientists and experiments for U.S. missions
should be based strongly on scientific merit, and the free flow of scientific
data and results should be a necessary precondition for any cooperative
arrangements.
• NASA should consider all appropriate foreign capabilities available
for planning and carrying out its missions and should cultivate those that
enhance the scientific return.
• NASA should fully involve the scientific community in planning
for international cooperation and in assessment of proposed cooperative
missions.
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Mercury
PROGRESS
Since the writing of the 1978 report, new discoveries have been made
concerning Mercury's composition, atmosphere, and geology, and new
insights have been gained into the planet's origin and evolution. One sig-
nificant change in our understanding has resulted from our discovery of a
variable tenuous atmosphere of Na and K by Earth-based, high-resolution
spectroscopy. A component of this atmosphere may be derived from the
vaporization of infalling meteoritic material, as well as from Mercury's re-
golith. It is potentially significant that Mercury's surface rocks may contain
these relatively volatile elements. A reinterpretation of Mariner 10 ultra-
violet (UV) spectrometer measurements indicates amounts of atmospheric
oxygen comparable to that of Na. Photoionization and injection of Na ions
into the magnetosphere may mean that Na is an important magnetospheric
component. The Na atmosphere also has a significant electrical conduc-
tivity, and so magnetospheric currents can close in the Na atmosphere,
allowing it to influence magnetospheric dynamics as does Earth's iono-
sphere. This coupling to the Na atmosphere has fundamental implications
for magnetospheric processes, such as magnetic substorms and flux transfer
events.
Improved understanding of surface composition has come from ther-
mal emission measurements in the 7.2- to ll.2-_m region. The globally
averaged data so far indicate an intermediate silicate composition. New
8reflectance spectra in the visible and near-infrared (IR) show no Fe 2+ ab-
sorption band at 0.9/_m. The implication is that whatever basalts may exist
on Mercury are extremely iron-poor, or that shock processing by impact
masks this and other spectral absorptions.
Earth-based radar altimeter measurements show large scarps and re-
gional elevation differences, confirming and quantifying the significant past
tectonic activity revealed by Mariner 10. Radio maps of the planet's sur-
face can now determine regolith temperatures and, with sufficient analysis,
regolith properties, such as dielectric constant and density averaged over
broad areas.
Progress toward resolution of the question of volcanism on Mercury
has been made as well. The global extent, depositional settings, and age
relations of Mercurian smooth plains collectively indicate they are predom-
inantly of volcanic origin. The plains within and surrounding the Caloris
basin are, in particular, younger than Caloris, consistent with a volcanic
origin. The plains outside are depressed in elevation, consistent with down-
warping and the hypothesis that these plains create a gravity anomaly
similar to that associated with lunar mascons. Systematic differences in
crater shape and morphology suggest that signatures of both impact veloc-
ity and gravity exist, thereby providing an important comparison with other
planets.
From a more theoretical standpoint, it is now recognized that tidal
heating may play an important role for Mercury. Tidal heating could occur
in a large solid inner core, supplying power to the planet's magnetic dynamo
and prolonging the core's thermal evolution. Mercury's relatively large core
may itself be due to a catastrophic mantle-stripping impact.
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives in the 1978 report were to determine the
chemical composition of the planet's surface on both a global and regional
scale, to determine the structure and state of the interior, and to extend the
coverage and improve the resolution of orbital imaging. These objectives
should be retained, but in addition, determination of the structure and time
variation of the magnetic field should be elevated from a secondary to a
primary objective.
Surface Chemistry
Determination of the major chemical components of Mercury's surface
and characterization of regional variation in chemistry remain primary
objectives. The composition of various surface and exposed deeper units
remains unknown. This knowledge will also allow surface composition to
9be related to atmospheric composition. The bulk chemical analysis of the
surface will provide a critical test of new cosmochemical and accretion
theories by assessing the range of solar nebula conditions sampled by
the innermost planet. Such an analysis will also show if the planet was
chemically fractionated in a giant impact.
Internal Structure and State
Determining the extent and state of a dense central core on Mercury
remains a primary objective. The extent of solid and/or liquid regions
within the core is of particular interest to a more complete understanding
of Mercury's interior chemistry, thermal evolution, spin-down history, and
magnetic field generation. The composition of the core may vary from pure
iron-nickel, and this too bears on Mercury's accretional history.
The 1978 report emphasized seismology. This remains a viable option,
with penetrators providing a possible delivery system. The committee notes
that the thermal environment on Mercury's surface is a severe challenge to
the design of any instrumentation, and steps should be taken to address the
technological issue. Deployment of seismometers would create an oppor-
tunity to also deploy other geophysical instruments, such as magnetometers
and sensors for measuring the global heat flow, which is an important
geophysical goal.
Consideration should also be given to the landing and tracking of
passive radio beacons or other technologies that allow the obliquity and
spin-axis libration to be determined. These values (along with knowledge of
the second-degree gravity harmonics) could determine the size of a possible
liquid core. This is somewhat analogous to the analysis of the Moon's
librations using laser ranging data, which has yielded indirect evidence for
a lunar liquid core.
History of the Surface
As recommended in the 1978 report, imaging should be extended to
include the 50 percent of the planet not observed by Mariner 10. Complete
imaging, at a resolution of at least 0.5 km, is necessary to understand
Mercury's tectonic and possible volcanic evolution, to further characterize
the impact cratering record in the inner solar system, and to broaden
our understanding of the planet's overall geologic history. It would also
provide an essential geologic context for interpreting surface chemistry
measurements.
In the 1978 report, determinations of the global gravity and topog-
raphy were stated as important, but secondary, scientific objectives. Such
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measurementswouldbeof great use in understanding Mercury's geologic
and geophysical history.
Magnetic Field
Characterization of the multipolar structure of the internal magnetic
field has direct implications for the size and physical state of Mercury's core
and for our understanding of the physical processes involved in the dynamo
generation of the magnetic field. High-order multipole coefficients of the
internal magnetic field and the temporal variability of these coefficients
should be determined. The magnetospheric plasmas, energetic particles,
and fields should be adequately characterized as well. This is important
in its own right but also is necessary to provide the basis for separation
of the internally generated magnetic field from the field generated by
magnetopause and magnetospheric currents, or remanent surface fields.
UPDATED RECOMMENDATIONS
The updated strategy for exploration of Mercury differs from the strat-
egy in the 1978 report in a number of important aspects. The 1978 report
concluded that insertion of an appropriately instrumented planetological
payload into a relatively low-altitude, circular orbit around Mercury re-
quired development of a low-thrust propulsion system. It has recently been
demonstrated, however, that such a mission is feasible with conventional
rocket launches and gravity assists at Venus and Mercury, thereby remov-
ing the perceived impediments to near-term orbital exploration of Mercury.
Therefore, the 1978 report's recommendation that investigation of Mercury
"be included.., later in the decade.., with the proviso that initiating such
a mission does not inhibit or detrimentally affect the primary emphasis on
the triad Earth-Mars-Venus" needs revision in two respects. A Mercury
mission is a possible near-term activity, and justification of such a mission
should rest on the important role of Mercury in understanding the origin
and evolution of all the terrestrial planets.
The 1978 report relegated exploration of Mercury's magnetic field and
magnetosphere to a secondary objective. Because of the direct connections
between Mercury's magnetic field and the size and physical state of its
core, determination of the multipole structure of the planet's magnetic
field should be a primary scientific objective along with surface chemistry,
internal structure, and imaging. Understanding how the Earth's geodynamo
works is one of the major unsolved problems in geophysics; characterization
of Mercury's magnetic field will provide crucial insights and constraints on
dynamo theories. COMPLEX therefore recommends that characterization of
Mercury's magnetic field be a primary objective for exploration of that planet.
4
Venus
PROGRESS
This section summarizes advances in our understanding of Venus since
1978 and outstanding problems that require resolution by future missions.
The decade following the 1978 report witnessed the acquisition of the
first geophysical data relevant to the planet's interior. The Pioneer Venus
radar altimeter provided a global topographic map, and radio tracking of
the orbiter supplied gravity data over limited regions. In contrast to Earth,
Venus's gravity and topography are highly correlated, and interpretations of
the combined data may involve mantle and lithosphere dynamical processes
peculiar to Venus. The Pioneer Venus magnetometer placed a strict upper
limit on any internally generated global magnetic field; the implications of
this for the planet's internal structure and theories of the geodynamo are
profound and include the possibility that the core is completely liquid.
The Soviet Venera 15 and 16 radar missions, as well as high-resolution
Earth-based radar observations, have revealed a complex tectonic history
for the Venus surface. There are unique features visible in these images
that could have important implications for internal processes. Although the
impact crater record provides a broad constraint on surface ages, limited
resolution (1 to 2 km) has prevented identification of the complete record
with certainty. The Magellan mission should provide resolution sufficient
to characterize the cratering history and to search for a possible relic
crater population prior to climatic instability. The mission should also
test hypotheses about the timing, style, and rate of surface-modification
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processesincludingerosion,possiblefossilriverbeds,volcanicresurfacing,
andperhapsplatetectonics.
Experimentsodeterminemajorelementcompositionofsurfacerocks
wereperformedby sevenof the SovietVeneralanders.Theelemental
inventoriesareall consistentwith twotypesof basalts:high-potassium
basaltnearasuspectedimpactfeatureandtholeiiticbasaltsin thelowland
plains,similarto oceanfloorbasaltsonEarth.
Noblegasabundancesin theatmosphereof Venusweremeasuredby
thePioneerVenusandVeneraprobes,butthedatacontainseriousconflicts
andaresubjecto profounddifferencesof interpretation.Thedeuterium
abundancein theatmospherewastentativelydeterminedfromthe 1978
PioneerVenusdatatobe0.016.Thiselevatedvaluehasbeenaprimedriver
for theargumentthattheplanethaslosta massiveamountof waterover
theageof thesolarsystem,althoughanalternativeinterpretationi volving
cometimpactsisalsoviable.In addition,thereportedabundanceof water
in theatmospherehasa verypeculiaraltitudeprofilewhenthePioneer
VenusandVenerameasurementsarecombined.Sincethewaterandthe
deuteriumabundancesarekeyquantitiesin understandingtheevolutionof
theatmosphereandtheplanet'surface,improvedabundancesandheight
profilesareessential.
Globalchangesin the compositionof the Venusatmospherehave
recentlybeenshownto occuronshorttimescales,on theorderof months
or years.Analysisindicatesthattheglobalaverageabundanceof SO2in
thevisiblepart of the atmospheredecreasedtenfoldbetween1978and
1983,perhapsasaresultof therecoveryof theatmospherefromamassive
volcaniceruption.
PioneerVenusprovidedimportantinformationonionosphericandso-
larwindinteractions,atmosphericthermalstructure,zonalandmeridional
circulation,andplanetary-scalewavesandtides.TheSovietVEGAballoons
collectedadditionalinformationaboutthedynamicsof theatmosphereat
cloudlevel.
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
Measurements from Pioneer Venus, Venera, VEGA, and ground-
based investigations have provided a quantitative data base but have also
raised fundamental issues concerning the planet's interior, surface, and
atmosphere that demand further study.
Determination of the interior structure is a primary objective for future
exploration following successful completion of the Magellan mission. The
existence or absence of a metallic core needs to be established, and the
properties of the core--such as its radius, density, and physical state--must
be determined. Knowledge of core mass and size will determine average
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mantledensityandwillconstrainmodelsof thecompositionof theinterior.
A seismometera raydeployedby landersor penetratorson thesurface
woulddirectlydeterminetheplanet'sdeepinternalstructure.
Thenecessityfor a long-livedseismicarrayraiseseriousdifficulties
forinstrumentoperationatthehightemperaturesof theVenusiansurface.
Developmentof reliableelectronicsto withstandoperatingtemperatures
of 500°C isrequired.Seismicprobingwouldyielddetailedradialprofiles
of seismicvelocitiesandrevealanymajordensitydiscontinuitiesin the
coreandmantle.It wouldbepossibleto determineff theplanetarycore
werepartiallysolidifiedasa testof explanationsforthelackof a planetary
magneticfieldandtheoriesof thegeodynamo.
Thedevelopmentof high-temperatureel ctronicsfora long-termseis-
micarraywouldalsoenabletheestablishmentof a moregeneral-purpose
geophysicalrrayto measuresuchquantitiesas surfaceheat flow--an
important constraint on the bulk content of radiogenic elements in the
interior. Long-term radio tracking of surface geophysical stations would re-
veal important characteristics of the planet's rotation, an additional source
of information on internal structure and atmosphere-solid planet angular
momentum exchanges. While Magellan may provide global topographic
and gravity data, higher-resolution data on particular locations will be nec-
essary to understand the interior dynamics and surface tectonic processes
responsible for certain geological features. Should Magellan fail to collect
the expected global topography and extensive gravity data, the acquisition
of this information would remain a high-priority science objective.
Direct sampling of rock from a highland region has never been done
and is crucial to determining whether such rocks have a granitic composition
similar to that of continental shields on the Earth. Elemental analyses
could be improved on future lander missions but require the development
of electronics that can function at the high surface temperatures.
A complete elemental inventory along with mineralogical analysis
would be key to interpreting the surface record and would provide im-
portant information on the chemistry of surface-atmosphere interactions
on Venus. Such interactions are a critical component in the short- and
long-term evolution of the atmosphere.
While important initial measurements of atmospheric dynamics and
composition were made by the Venera spacecraft and by the Pioneer Venus
orbiter and probe, some fundamental issues remain unresolved. New
measurements of noble gas abundances, isotope ratios, molecular species,
aerosols, and atmospheric dynamics are all needed.
In the upper atmosphere, the abundance of molecular oxygen is a
key indicator of photochemical processes, but O2 has never been detected.
The abundance of free O2 in the lower atmosphere would also be an
important indicator of surface-atmosphere chemical equilibrium. Other
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photochemicallyimportantspeciesthathavenot been measured or are
poorly measured include compounds of O, CI, and S above the cloud tops.
In the upper haze region, a number of questions remain after Pioneer
Venus. Sulfur dioxide is a major absorber in the far-UV region of the
spectrum, but additional work is needed to characterize absorbers in both
the near- and far-UV ranges. Better measurements of these absorptions are
vital for understanding the global heat balance and greenhouse effect. This
requires high-resolution spectroscopy in the near-UV region, photometric
and polarimetric studies of the bright and dark features, and laboratory
work on cross sections.
Controversy also remains as to whether Pioneer Venus electric field
data detected lightning. Whether lightning exists and whether it is gener-
ated in volcanic eruptions or in the cloud decks (which do not appear to
precipitate or have large potential instabilities) are important open ques-
tions that should be addressed in future missions.
The dynamics of the superrotating Venus atmosphere needs additional
study as well. What is the nature of the mean and temporally variable zonal
and meridional circulations? What maintains the dominant superretrograde
rotation? How do planetary-scale waves and tides transport heat and
momentum? What is the interaction of cloud dynamics and circulation?
Direct measurements of winds have utilized the motions of the Pioneer
Venus and Venera descenders, but only at altitudes below 65 km. Venusian
winds can be measured to very high altitudes from future spacecraft using
remote sensing techniques, including Doppler shifts in IR spectral lines and
microwave rotational transitions of CO. LIDAR measurements should be
developed for applications on both Venus and Mars. The aeronomy of the
upper atmosphere, involving photochemistry and the wind fields, requires
measurements well above the clouds. Temperature sounding and wind
measurements are needed at all latitudes and heights for a comprehensive
understanding of the circulation system. Finally, new measurements of
ionospheric composition and dynamics are important to further advances
in our understanding.
Approaches here include long-term UV imaging, remote temperature
measurements in the cloud levels and above by a long-term orbiter, bal-
loons and surface weather stations for circulation in and below the clouds,
and theoretical efforts to develop three-dimensional global circulation and
dynamical models.
UPDATED RECOMMENDATIONS
Essentially all of the strategy developed for Venus in the 1978 report
remains valid. That report presumed that the Pioneer Venus and Ven-
era investigations of the middle and lower atmosphere would completely
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determineits basicstructure,dynamics,andchemicalcomposition.The
1978strategythereforemphasizedcomplementaryinvestigations.ThePi-
oneerVenusandVeneraresults,however,left somesignificantquestions
unansweredandraisedimportantnewissues.Hence,scienceobjectives
pertainingto middleandloweratmosphericompositionand dynamics
remainof primaryimportance,in additionto theobjectivestatedin the
1978report.Thesewere
1. to obtaina globalmapof thetopographyandmorphologyof its
surfaceatsufficientresolutionto allowidentificationof thegrossprocesses
thathaveshapedthesurface;
2. to determinethemajorchemicalandmineralogicalcompositionof
thesurfacematerial;
3. to determinetheconcentrationsof photochemicallyactivegasesin
the65-to 135-kinaltituderegion;and
4. to investigatethephysicalandchemicalinteractionsof thesurface
with theatmosphereandthecompositionandformationof atmospheric
aerosols.
Therefore, COMPLEX recommends that characterization of the basic
structure, composition, and dynamics of Venus's atmosphere be a primary
objective.
The 1978 report also considered study of the Venusian interior using
passive or active seismic techniques as a secondary objective, while not-
ing that it would be a primary objective if it appeared feasible. At that
time, acquisition of such data required new technology development of
instrumentation able to function for long durations at the surface tempera-
tures. The current committee regrets to note that the required technology
developments have not occurred in the intervening decade.
The committee wishes to elevate studies of the planet's interior to
primary status, together with studies of the surface and the atmosphere,
so that acquisition of seismic data is now regarded as a primary objective.
The committee therefore reiterates the following recommendations of the 1978
report, restated as follows: that acquisition of seismic data from Venus be
maintained as a highly desirable goal, that serious study of instruments op-
erating at Venusian surface temperatures be undertaken, and that preliminary
studies be conducted to determine the technical feasibility of sample return
from Venus.
Finally, the committee notes that a more sensitive search for any
intrinsic magnetic field of Venus is of primary significance for determining
the nature of the planet's interior.
5
The Moon
PROGRESS
The Moon is far more complicated than was generally appreciated
when the 1978 report was written. This appreciation of the complexity of
lunar history has come from continued study of lunar samples (including
meteorites from the Moon), ground-based remote sensing data, sophisti-
cated use of the Apollo orbital remote sensing data, and general advances
in our understanding of geological and geophysical processes.
Besides being intrinsically interesting in its own right, the Moon pro-
vides a unique window into solar system history. Its origin is intertwined
with that of Earth, its craters preserve a record of meteoroid fluxes through
time, and it preserves at least a fragmentary record of its early (pre-four-
billion-year) evolution. It is one testing ground for our ideas about the
origin and evolution of small planets. The Moon is an ideal body on which
to study the processes, such as exogenic impacts, that have shaped the
other solid bodies in the solar system and perhaps even caused extinctions
of some forms of life on Earth. The Moon is also the only extraterrestrial
body from which we have samples from a known geologic context, thereby
providing a much more quantitative understanding of its history. The lunar
soil preserves a four-billion-year-old record of the Sun's history. Finally,
the Moon is a readily accessible body, making its scientific exploration
easier to achieve.
Lunar science has evolved in several stages. The late 1960s and early
1970s focused largely on surface exploration, centering on the Apollo
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program.Themid-1970sthroughthe1980shaveemphasizedreflectionon
thoseresultsin thecontextof newconceptsandcontinuedanalysis.The
futurewill addressunsolvedproblemsin lunarscienceandpreparefor
advancedstudiesfroma lunarbase.
Duringthemid-1970s,therewasnoconsensusabouthowtheMoon
formed.Nowtheideathatit originatedasa resultof a giantimpacton
Earthhascaughtholdandhaspassedthetestsgivenit sofar. Never-
theless,thishypothesis far fromproven;assessingit requiresa better
understandingof theMoon'sbulkchemicalcomposition.
Theideathat theprimitiveMoonwassurroundedbyan immense
magmasystemknownasthe"magmaocean"continuesto beacentraltenet
of lunarscience,butvigorousdebateis takingplaceaboutits natureand
theprocessesthatoperatedin it. Someinvestigatorsareevenquestioning
whethertherewasa magmaocean.Proofof themagmaoceanhypothesis
hingeson thecompositionof theMoon'scrustandthenatureandages
of lunaranorthosites.Whethertherewasa magmaoceanor not, it has
becomeclear that therewasa periodprior to four billionyearsago
of intenseigneousactivitythat modifiedthe primordialunarcrust. In
contrasto thenarrowrangeof rocktypesdefinedduringthemid-1970s,
continuedsampleanalysishasrevealeda vastarrayof rocktypesin the
lunarhighlands,andremotesensinghasshownthatrocktypesrarein the
Apollo collection are nevertheless abundant on the Moon. We need many
more data from remote sensing and sample returns to determine the full
range of rock types and how they relate to each other and to the products
of the magma ocean.
Our understanding of mare basalts has advanced tremendously. After
the Apollo missions ended, it was generally believed that mare basalt vol-
canism took place 3.2 to 3.8 billion years ago. Subsequent photogeological
and lunar sample studies have shown that this type of volcanism occurred
over a much greater time period, from 4.3 to possibly 1.0 billion years ago.
This discovery has great implications for the Moon's thermal history. Fur-
thermore, we now know that we sampled only about half of the full range
of mare basalts. Because basalts contain information about the interior, we
have an incomplete knowledge of the nature of the lunar mantle.
The time and rate of formation of large craters and the great lunar
basins are still uncertain. During the mid-1970s, the consensus was that
they formed during a narrow time interval 3.85 to 4.0 billion years ago--
the so-called lunar cataclysm. The consensus now is that the bombardment
rate declined gradually and that only a few basins, which we happened to
sample during Apollo, formed during the period from 3.85 to 4.0 billion
years ago. The question will remain open, however, until samples are
obtained and dated from basins far removed from those on the near side.
In addition, the compositions and sources of the projectiles that made large
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craters and basins are largely unknown. Understanding these factors will
contribute to our understanding of the later stages of planetary accretion
with implications for the early history of the Earth.
Unanswered questions about the Moon abound. These problems can
be addressed by global surveys from orbit, installation of a network of
geophysical instruments, sample-return missions, and detailed field studies
from a lunar base.
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
It is very important that the Moon's entire surface be adequately im-
aged and mapped geochemically, mineralogically, and geophysically. To
meet this requirement, COMPLEX recommends that a spacecraft or series
of them be placed in a lunar polar orbit. The measurements would ben-
efit greatly if two spacecraft were in orbit simultaneously. The second
spacecraft, which could be provided by another nation, would allow elec-
tromagnetic sounding of the interior and mapping of the far-side gravity
field. Besides contributing to the solution of fundamental questions in
lunar science, orbital measurements will provide critical information about
where to locate a lunar base, regions containing potential resources, sites
for sample-return missions and intensive field work, and emplacement of a
network of geophysical stations.
To contr_ute to significant advances in lunar research, orbital mea-
surements ought to include the following:
1. Abundances of major rock-forming elements (O, Si, Fe, Mg, AI,
Ti, and Ca) and of selected minor and trace elements (K, U, and Th). This
would yield the average composition of the surface and, if basins were used
as natural drill holes, an estimate of the chemical composition of deeper
crustal layers.
2. Spectroscopic measurements to obtain mineralogical and chemical
data at high spectral and spatial (<500-m) resolution. This would provide
information on the distribution of lunar rock types.
3. Topographic data (combined with gravity data) to address problems
involving density distributions and lithospheric loading.
4. Measurement of the gravity field on both the near and far sides to
allow calculation of crustal thicknesses and densities.
5. Measurements of the Moon's magnetic field to shed light on the
characteristics and origins of magnetic anomalies and to place constraints
on the size of the core.
6. Imaging data to obtain global, digital photographic coverage with
a line-pair resolution of 25 m and high resolution (1 m) of selected areas.
These data would provide information about impact cratering, volcanism,
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andtectonismandwouldprovidethegeologicontextneededto interpret
othertypesof data.
7. Measurementof theaverageglobalsurfaceheatflowto constrain
theMoon'sthermalhistoryandprovideindirectmeasurementof thebulk
contentof heat-producingelements.
A thoroughunderstandingof theMoonwill be impossiblewithout
knowledgeof its interior. Betterconstraintson thesizeof thecorewill
shedlight on theoriginof theremanentlunarmagneticfieldand,hence,
on theoriginof planetarydynamosin general.Thiswill requirethe in-
stallationof a geophysicalnetworkof at leasteightstations.Eachstation
shouldincludea seismometer,heat-flowprobe,andatmosphericsensors.
Sucha seismicnetworkwouldalsobeableto monitorthe presentme-
teoroidflux,usingtheentireMoonasa collectingsurface.Deployment
scenariosincludeautomatedlandersor rovers,penetrators,or,eventually,
astronauts.COMPLEX recommends that NASA develop the technology to
deploy geophysical stations.
The lunar regolith contains a 4-billion-year-old record of solar particle
emission history; deciphering this record will improve our understanding of
how the Sun varies with time and improve the basis of predictions of how it
will vary in the future. Lunar craters can be dated to provide a test of the
hypothesis that mass extinctions of life on Earth were caused by periodic
increases in the impact rate on our planet.
UPDATED RECOMMENDATIONS
The committee endorses the recommendations in the 1978 report.
Measurement of the Moon's global chemical composition remains a high pri-
ority, but the committee recommends that global mineralogical measurements
at high spatial and spectral resolution also be given a high priority. Much
more information about the nature of the lunar interior is needed as well;
acquisition of the appropriate geophysical data from orbit and on the lunar
surface remains a high priority. This will require instrument development
and research on how to deploy instruments on the surface.
6
Mars
PROGRESS
Although only one spacecraft, the short-lived Soviet PHOBOS mission,
has encountered Mars since 1978, the last decade has produced a significant
evolution of thought in many areas. Further, both the United States and
the Soviet Union have begun to build new spacecraft.
Viking observations continued through 1982, and major advances in
data analysis and modeling have added to our previous understanding of
the planet. The discovery that SNC-class meteorites are likely pieces of
Mars that have been transported to Earth possbily provides a direct sample
of some part of the Martian surface. Viking orbiter imaging data provided
as much as an order-of-magnitude increase in visible detail and facilitated
a major increase in our understanding of the global stratigraphy and the
geologic history of the planet. A broad picture of the evolution of the
planet's surface since about 4 billion years ago has emerged, but there
are still major uncertainties concerning the events in the earliest history of
Mars, and about the nature and timing of specific geologic processes since
then. Some of these include the mechanisms responsible for the global
crustal dichotomy, the tectonic history within and outside of the Tharsis
region, the chronicling of erosional processes, and the role and history of
water in forming channel systems on the older and on younger terrains.
A global understanding of aspects of the climate system has also
developed. Detailed analyses and modeling have been done of the seasonal
variations of water vapor in the atmosphere and of the seasonal exchange
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andtransportprocesses, the polar-cap energy balance, and an entire Mars
year of atmospheric dust opacity measurements. Combined with a dramatic
improvement in our understanding of and ability to model the atmospheric
dynamics, these have led to major advances in our understanding of the
atmospheric circulation and radiative processes. One important result was
to establish that global dust storms occur during some years but not during
others, with different dynamical regimes being represented. In conjunction
with chemical analysis of the surface materials, these data also constrain
the history of the near-surface deposits.
The distribution and properties of materials within the near-surface
layer have also been mapped using thermal infrared and Earth-based radar
remote sensing data and imaging observations of variable features. In
combination with information on the abundance and transport of dust
within the atmosphere, these data constrain the present Martian aeolian
environment.
The search for life dominated the Viking lander science interests.
The conclusions, after a fair amount of discussion, are that the data are
most consistent with the absence of life. The complete absence of organic
material in the soil is the strongest argument against the extant existence
of biological material in the form with which we are familiar. Nevertheless,
consistent with the SSB report Planetary Biology and Chemical Evolution:
Progress and Future Directions (National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.,
1990), the committee endorses the continued search for evidence of past
life and biochemical evolution on Mars, as well as the continuing study of
the history of water on Mars.
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
The 1978 strategy described five broad categories of prioritized primary
scientific objectives for Mars. These were as follows:
1. The intensive study of local areas. Of special importance were
the mineralogical, chemical, and petrological properties of the surface; the
nature and chronology of major surface-forming processes; the nature of
surface, subsurface, and atmospheric volatiles and their interaction with the
surface; and the interactions of radiation with the surface.
2. The study of the structure and circulation of the Martian atmo-
sphere. Global atmospheric and boundary layer processes were specifically
called out, requiring orbital remote sensing and multiple ground stations
measuring several meteorological parameters.
3. The study of the structure and dynamics of Mars's interior. Spe-
cific areas of study included topography and gravity field investigations,
seismological study of the interior, and surface beacon tracking to directly
determine the planet's precessional constant and thus its moment of inertia.
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4. The study of the nature of the Martian magnetic field and the
character of the upper atmosphere, and their interactions with the solar
wind. These processes and phenomena remain essentially unexplored.
5. The study of the global chemical and physical properties of the
Martian surface. Measurements of these properties would provide con-
straints on the global crustal composition and its spatial variations, and
would place the results of local intensive studies into a global context.
UPDATED RECOMMENDATIONS
Although the primary objective for Mars laid out in the 1978 report
involved the intensive study of local areas, the intervening decade has
seen a major research emphasis in areas addressed by some of the other
objectives. This shift of emphasis was primarily fueled by analysis and
modeling of Viking data, as well as additional Earth-based telescopic data.
These studies showed the importance of global and regional processes on
Mars, especially in comparison with similar processes on the Earth and
Venus. Examples include the triggering of global dust storms, the history of
the Martian climate, surface-atmosphere interactions affecting the history
of volatiles, polar processes, and the role of the Tharsis uplift. From
this perspective, while intensive local studies remain the single highest-
priority objective, COMPLEX considers that the importance of the other four
objectives has increased relative to their standing in the 1978 report and should
now be treated as having equal priority.
Furthermore, the discussion of the first objective in the 1978 report
and the quantitative specifications given there for the types and precision
of measurements required to satisfy it point unambiguously to in situ
investigations on the surface of the planet and to sample return. The
objective can certainly be implemented in full only in this way. The
committee notes, however, that a decade later the unexpected sensitivity
and spatial and spectral resolution of several types of instruments are such
that certain orbital measurements are capable of providing information on
a local surface scale that bears on some aspects of this objective.
As described in the 1978 report, the detailed analysis of surface ma-
terials involved samples to be collected from a region within easy reach of
a landed vehicle. The current scientific consensus is that such samples are
no longer considered adequate to address this objective. Rather, samples
need to be obtained from a variety of locations spread out over perhaps
hundreds to thousands of kilometers, and they need to be identified with
sufficient information to provide the geologic context for each sample. A
collection of materials chosen from those present only in the immediate
vicinity of a single landed vehicle would not be adequate.
The lowest-priority objective in the 1978 report involved the global
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chemical and physical characterization of the Martian surface. Since this
task was nevertheless included as a primary scientific objective, the com-
mittee at that time explicitly recognized the importance of characterizing
whole-planet, major regional-scale and intermediate-scale features, as dis-
tinguished from information at the local (a few kilometers) scale. However,
only determination of whole.planet and major-unit chemical composition
at low spatial resolution from orbit is called out specifically in the 1978
statement of measurement requirements. Remote sensing instruments that
are either available now or are under development permit the committee to
extend this objective to include regional and intermediate-scale surveys of
surface mineralogy and physical properties (e.g., density and grain size)--a
particularly important consideration for Mars, with its chemical and physi-
cal diversity at various scales. From its present perspective, the committee
perceives this objective as being on an equal footing with objectives 2, 3,
and 4 above.
Understanding of the spatial and temporal distribution of minor species
in the Martian atmosphere would provide insight into the global atmo-
spheric chemistry and the stability and evolution of the atmosphere. Pho-
tochemically produced species such as CO, 02, and OH and species that
evolve over time, such as those including deuterium, need to be measured
at altitudes up to 80 kin. Direct measurements of the wind velocity profile
as well as of surface winds are also required. An understanding of the
global distribution of ice clouds is necessary due to its possible importance
in the hydrologic cycle.
Because of the importance of the polar caps in controlling the present
climate, their seasonal behavior needs to be better understood. Mea-
surements of the energy balance and seasonally variable composition are
required, along with observations pertinent to the interactions with the
atmosphere, net annual loss or gain of different constituents from the caps,
and year-to-year variations in their behavior. The importance of these pro-
cesses in the evolution of the polar layered terrain and the implications of
the structure of the layered terrain for understanding the integrated effects
of these processes provide impetus for detailed study of the layered terrain
as well.
Global Viking imaging at 100-m resolution and some imaging at
10-m resolution have not adequately and uniquely determined all details
of the geologic history of the surface. Global compositional mapping at
kilometer-scale resolution, combined with imaging of selected areas at
higher resolution, would give us significant new information in this area.
Determination of the global and local heat flux from the interior, along
with the presence or absence of an intrinsic magnetic field, would provide
important constraints on the bulk composition and thermal history of the
interior.
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As noted at the outset, observations of the surface and atmosphere
of Mars were made in 1989 by the Soviet PHOBOS orbiter. Measure-
merits made by several instruments were relevant to a better understanding
of atmospheric and surface properties and composition, primarily in the
equatorial regions, and have provided data on the Martian magnetosphere
and its interaction with the solar wind. Although these data have not
been completely analyzed, it is unlikely, due to the short mission lifetime
and limited geographic extent of observations, that any of the major goals
outlined in the 1978 report were completely addressed.
The U.S. Mars Observer mission is a near-polar orbiting spacecraft
scheduled for launch in 1992, with global mapping to begin in 1993. Its
goal is to map the surface and atmosphere for an entire Martian year.
If Mars Observer is successful, the original COMPLEX objectives of
establishing the nature of the magnetic field and characterizing the global
distribution of chemical and physical characteristics of the surface will
be partly accomplished. In addition, contributions will be made to the
objectives of exploring atmospheric structure and circulation, establishing
the distribution of volatiles, and constraining the planet's interior structure
by means of topography and gravity data. Mars Observer will also provide
a base of data to guide the selection of sampling sites for a Mars sample
return mission and to identify resources to be used in potential future
human exploration of the planet.
The principal components of the 1978 report's objectives that will
remain largely unaddressed after a successful Mars Observer mission are the
prime objective of in situ (or remotely sampled) elemental, mineralogical,
and petrological studies of selected areas; seismological and precessional
studies of the interior structure of the planet; and the dynamical and
chemical properties of the upper atmosphere and its interactions with the
solar wind.
Also open will be the question of past life on Mars. If life developed
in the more clement ages on Mars, it may have left chemical and fossil
evidence. COMPLEX therefore recommends that the geochemical, isotopic,
and paleontological study of Martian surface material for evidence of previous
living material be a prime objective of future in situ and sample return missions.
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Supporting Research and Analysis
The decade preceding the 1978 report included a fast succession of
major and pioneering missions, with brief pauses for postmission synthesis.
The 1978 report recommended both scientific instrument development and
a "vigorous and ongoing program of data analysis and synthesis.., de-
signed to foster interdisciplinary and comparative planetological research."
These recommendations have been implemented. The last decade also has
witnessed, however, significant advances related to NAS/ds objectives that
were stimulated not only by new mission data, but also by new ideas and
unexpected discoveries.
Several examples can be cited. First, the discovery of meteorites
from the Moon and Mars on the antarctic ice sheet provided unexpected
new clues about planetary materials and raised critical questions about
impact physics. This discovery and subsequent analysis have led to a new
perspective on the transfer of materials between planets.
Second, the recognition of a geochemical cosmic signature on the
Earth closely correlating with a period of dramatic biologic and climatic
change led to a broader awareness of impacts as a fundamental geologic
process, a fact already documented on the other planets. Further analyses
raised the possibility for a nonrandom and perhaps even periodic flux of
bodies affecting the inner solar system, a problem that can be uniquely
addressed from future lunar studies.
Third, the timely convergence of lunar studies, enabling computer
technology, and recognition of planet-scale collisions_ as possible events
early in solar system history led to serious consideration of the Moon
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as a product of a catastrophic collision on Earth. Such a perspective now
provides a new context for understanding lunar and perhaps early terrestrial
history.
Finally, the discovery of a tenuous Na and K atmosphere around
both the Moon and Mercury may provide a new means to investigate
interactions of the surface with its environment (microimpacts), in addition
to degassing from the interior. Such advances serve to underscore the
progress in knowledge made possible by the continuity of a vital program
of basic research.
What began as a philosophy of post-mission data analysis naturally
evolved into inter-mission thematic analysis. This parallel approach of di-
rectly related mission definition and analysis and basic research has formed
the foundation for posing testable questions, refining mission objectives,
and revealing new or even unexpected directions. An integral part of this
philosophy includes continuity of complementary studies and facilities.
Earth-based spectroscopic observations of the planets have provided
significant information about planetary surface materials, while radar imag-
ing of Venus has revealed important clues about the nature of its surface,
providing baseline information for planning future missions.
Remote sensing of the planets will continue to be an important aspect
of planetary studies. The capabilities of ground-based telescopes are rapidly
improving. New long-term observatories in near-Earth orbit, such as the
Hubble Space Telescope and the Space Infrared Telescope Facility, will
allow higher resolution and sensitivity for remote planetary observatories.
These improved remote sensing capabilities will provide a context for
the space missions to the planets, as well as direct comparisons between
simultaneous remote and local observations. The scientific return of the
spacecraft activities will be enhanced by these concurrent observations from
the ground or Earth orbit.
Laboratory analyses help to constrain interpretations or broaden un-
derstanding of complex phenomena. Such analyses cross a wide range
of relevant problems, including remote sensing, impact cratering, shock
physics, and surface-atmosphere interactions. Similarly, theoretical studies
permit exploring at broad scales complex phenomena such as global climate
models, celestial dynamics, and impact processes.
Analog planetary studies in terrestrial settings permit testing aspects
of both the experimental and theoretical approaches. Moreover, they
provide essential information for broad-scale geologic processes such as
suboceanic volcanism and rifting. Finally, interdisciplinary themes and
timely synergistic studies permit thoughtful study of new discoveries without
the time-constrained analysis of missions.
Continuity in basic research not only helps to achieve one of NAS_s
most fundamental goals, but also establishes a healthy scientific climate for
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educationof the next generation of planetary scientists. It is important that
NASA maintain the appropriate balance between planetary missions and
the supporting research and analysis that provide the basis for understand-
ing new results and for training future researchers. COMPLEX therefore
recommends that NASA support a vigorous program of data analysis, basic
research, and scientific instrument developmenL
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Program Balance
The question of the relative scientific priority for exploration of the
inner planets is discussed in depth in the 1978 report. It emphasizes
comparative planetology and the value of planetary studies in understanding
the Earth. The report selects limited goals of high importance and focuses
on selected planets. The three planets with atmospheres receive the highest
priority because, as stated, the comparative planetology of these bodies is
a key to understanding the formation and evolution of the Earth, and its
atmosphere, oceans, and planetary processes.
The committee endorses the high priority of comparative planetology
and believes that significant benefits may be derived from deeper study
of Venus and Mars. Advances in our knowledge of the Earth and its
environment for life are tied to progress in our understanding of the ter-
restrial planets as a class. The major environmental changes on Venus and
Mars challenge our understanding of the terrestrial environment. Because
of their similarities and valuable intercomparisons, the Earth, Venus, and
Mars should be a special concern of solar system exploration within an
overall balanced program.
Nevertheless, for a full understanding of the planets we need increased
knowledge about the Moon and Mercury. These two objects provide unique
information about planetary evolution and processes. They record on their
surfaces the bombardment history in the inner solar system and give direct
information on the processes of impact cratering. They also contain a
record of their initial differentiation and magmatic activity prior to about
3.8 billion years ago---information mostly missing on Venus, Earth, and
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Mars. The history of planetary accretion and differentation is a major
unsolved problem for all the inner planets. The magnetic field of Mercury
is the example most similar to that of our own planet, and consequently,
for a better understanding of the Earth's internal geodynamics, the interior
of Mercury might provide valuable comparisons. Similarly, the Moon's
small core may have generated a magnetic field for about a billion years;
determining the size of the lunar core will help scientists understand how
this field was generated. The low priority of Mercury in the 1978 report
was partly based on the technical statement that orbiting missions to that
planet were prohibitively difficult. This technical barrier has disappeared
with the discovery of mission scenarios that use successive gravity assists
from Venus and Mercury itself to reach orbit.
Thus, evolving scientific and technical understanding along with new
discoveries has led to a more important status for the terrestrial bodies
without atmospheres. Each object offers fruitful comparisons.
The scientific strategy for the inner planets may focus on one planet
or several, but not to the complete exclusion of any one. This requirement
holds even if NASgs commitment to manned exploration requires extensive
scientific precursor studies of Mars and the Moon. The committee realizes
that the broad goals of planetary science require a balanced program of
basic science and exploration, which includes studies of all planets, the
Moon, and select asteroids and comets in our solar system. The committee
therefore endorses the statement from the 1978 report that on a time scale of
two decades the general level of exploration for all the planets of the inner solar
system should be brought into balance. The committee further recommends
that exploration of the inner planets in the next two decades include further
exploration of Mercury and Venus because a program of planetary exploration
that includes only Mars and the Moon is scientifically inadequate.
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International Cooperation
At the time that the 1978 report was written, planetary exploration
was a bipolar enterprise, conducted vigorously by the United States and
the Soviet Union. The European Space Agency (ESA) had just been
reorganized, and the space programs of Japan, India, and China were in
their formative stages. It should therefore come as no surprise that the
section on international cooperation in the 1978 report focused exclusively
on making our scientific interactions with the Soviets more fruitful.
The situation has changed dramatically since the publication of the
previous report, however. Research in space science now includes many
nations. Western Europe and Japan have independent launch capabilities
that can accommodate modest missions to our closest planetary neighbors.
Western European nations in particular, both collectively through ESA and
in many cases individually, have become important cooperative partners
in American and Soviet planetary missions. Despite a four-year lapse
in the U.S.-SoVIet bilateral space agreement due to unrelated political
issues, cooperation between the two nations formally resumed in 1986 and
has attained unprecedented levels of success. In short, the committee's
recommendations in the 1978 report have been either largely implemented
in the context of U.S.-SoVIet cooperation or rendered obsolete by the advent
of multipolar exploration capabilities.
International cooperation has therefore become a major element in
the planetary sciences. This is a positive development for a number of
reasons in addition to the scientific concerns. Cooperation in planetary
exploration can improve international relations, appeal to decision makers
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and thus enhance the desirability of a proposed mission, provide potential
cost savings to the nations involved, and decrease the length of time
between missions. From a scientific perspective, such cooperation broadens
the participation by the scientific community, enhances communication
and develops valuable contacts, promotes the vitality of the domestic and
international scientific community, and allows optimum use of limited
launch opportunities. For individual scientists, these opportunities span
the gaps between their own nation's missions and provide some measure
of continuity in new data and hardware development for training graduate
students.
With appropriate planning and safeguards some drawbacks of this
cooperative mode can be avoided. Cooperation naturally implies some
loss of control and that the credit for scientific successes must be more
broadly shared. Considerable effort in coordination must be invested, and
this has to be balanced against the expected return. Ample preparation
must be made for changes in the international climate and the possibility
of technical failures that reduce a partner's ability to deliver its planned
contribution.
Experience shows that the use of appropriate mechanisms on the na-
tional and individual level can often safeguard this process. The committee
endorses the use of various mechanisms at different levels of cooperation,
including bilateral and multilateral government agreements and memo-
randa of understanding, informal interagency coordinating groups, multi-
national science working groups, nongovernmental institutional agreements,
scientist-to-scientist working relationships, and creative efforts by individual
scientists to find productive international arrangements.
International cooperation necessarily develops in progressive stages,
beginning with small, low-risk endeavors and proceeding to larger, more
ambitious activities. The committee recognizes the present advantages
of cooperation and encourages further progress with our international
partners. As foreign agency programs and our own international activities
become more robust, we should seriously consider joint planning and
advisory operations with other nations, subject to appropriate concerns
for reciprocity and significant contributions from all sides. Because all
nations share similar scientific objectives for planetary exploration, care
must be taken to avoid unnecessary duplication of space missions. It is now
an appropriate time to consider mechanisms for sharing information and
optimizing world resources for planetary exploration.
In pursuing any cooperative projects or programs, however, it is crucial
that NASA maintain scientific integrity. Because the inclusion of foreign sci-
entists and experiments on U.S. missions can displace American investigators,
COMPLEX recommends that their selection be based strongly on scientific
merit and that the free flow of scientific data and results be a necessary
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precondition for any cooperative arrangements. This will allow improved
scientific return to be an additional advantage accruing from international
cooperation. The formal mechanisms that have evolved for participation
of scientists on the U.S. Mars Observer and the USSR Phobos mission
provide a good example.
In view of the existing and growing scientific and technological capabil-
ities now enjoyed by a number of nations and agencies for conducting inner
planet exploration, NASA should consider all appropriate foreign capabUi_es
available for planning and carrying out its missions and should cultivate those
that enhance the scientific return. Such an approach will become increas-
ingly important as more nations acquire their own means for spacecraft
exploration.
Finally, the committee urges NASA to fully involve the scientific commu-
nity in planning for international cooperation and in assessment of proposed
cooperative missions.
Appendixes

AppendixA
Complete List of Recommendations
Made in the 1978 Report*
SCIENTIFIC GOALS, SEQUENCE, AND STRATEGY
Levels of Investigation, Goals, and Mission Techniques
In order to provide more specific guidance to achieve the general
strategy goals of planetary exploration, primary objectives, which
are the principal basis for defining a mission, and secondary
objectives, which greatly enhance the value of a mission, are
presented. All specific missions will consist of both kinds of
objectives. (p. 7)
We reaffirm our earlier suggestion that NASA assess the acquisi-
tion procedures so that this distinction in objectives is apparent in
the choice and management of experiments and Principal Investi-
gators. (pp. 7-8)
We therefore recommend that an assessment of mission opera-
tions, including spacecraft control and scientific instrument and
data management and the design and management of software
control systems, be studied by the Agency at the earliest possible
time and the evaluation be presented to the Committee. (p. 8)
*Excerpted from Strategyfor Ewloration of the Inner Planets: 1977-1987 (National Academy of
Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1978).
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Present Strategy
As a consequence, the inner-solar-system strategy that we propose,
like its counterpart for the outer solar system, is very conservatively
paced and recommends only those goals that are of the highest
importance and that can be achieved only by planetary encounter
by spacecraft. (p. 9)
For the next decade there should be a shift in emphasis toward
systematic exploration with emphasis on selected planets, but with
some continuing level of reconnaissance to parts of the solar
system where our ignorance is greatest and the opportunity for
new discovery is large. (p. 9)
It remains the unanimous view of the Committee "that planetary
exploration will continue to be an area of major scientific impor-
tance over the next decade and that continuing vigorous activity
in this field is fully justified." (p. 9)
Role of International Cooperation in Planetary Exploration
We recommend that an effective mechanism be established by the
United States and the Soviet Union for:
(a) The establishment of active open working relationships be-
tween Soviet and American scientists so as to discuss the scientific
problems and to understand the nature and quality of the scientific
experiments that might be carried out;
(b) The mutual identification of important scientific goals that are
of a substantial nature;
(c) The early reciprocal communication between the United States
and Soviet Union of the specific scientific objectives, both current
and planned, in the area of planetary exploration;
(d) The establishment of concurrent commitments by both nations
to achieve the goals in selected areas of mutual interest utilizing
the agreed upon scientific objectives;
(e) The coordination of missions to a planet with full disclosure
of mission planning and objectives so as to optimize the scientific
contributions of both nations;
(f) The establishment of true cooperation between both nations
through a reciprocal arrangement that allows the incorporation
of significant scientific experiments by both parties on the same
spacecraft; and
(g) The timely communication and exchange of information both
during and after completion of a mission. (p. 12)
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Wethereforerecommendthat progress in carrying out the above
functions in planetary exploration be reviewed and assessed an-
nually by segments of both governments. We request that the
SSB be briefed on the results of the review so that progress in
coordination and cooperation may be properly evaluated in the
SSB yearly study of the Space Sciences Program. (p. 12)
We recommend that scientific planning, mission coordination, and
cooperation between the United States and the Soviet Union be
directed to those areas of planetary exploration where both na-
tions have a vigorous and sustained effort and when the relative
scientific strength and technological capabilities are mutually com-
plementary in order to realize the maximum interest and scientific
benefit. (p. 14)
Launch Capabilities for Planetary Exploration
We recommend that NASA adopt a policy that places the plan-
ning and development of launch capabilities for unmanned space
exploration in a 10- to 20-year perspective and that focuses on the
requirements of our long-term objectives. (p. 14)
We recommend that every eflort be made to keep development of
the Shuttle orbiter and a high-energy IUS on its nominal schedule.
(p. 15)
"In the 1975 SSB report it was recommended that any intermediate
upper stage (IUS) considered for transearth payloads have at
least the same capability with regard to spacecraft payload and
injection energy as presently exists and be sufficient to carry 500-
kg payloads with a C3 of 150 km2/sec _, payloads of 2000 kg at C3
of 90 km_/sec 9-, and payloads of more than 7000 kg for low C3."
(p. 16)
In the 1975 report, the Committee endorsed the ongoing efforts
by NASA to reduce the weight and cost of standardized available
spacecraft without a corresponding reduction in capability using
new developments in technology. (p. 17)
We recommend that a comparative assessment be carried out
of solar electronic propulsion (SEP) design options in terms of
feasibility, cost-effectiveness, and ability to meet the scientific ob-
jectives of solar-system exploration over the next two decades. The
assessment should take into account currently stated objectives,
and major emphasis should be given to the search for currently
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undiscovered exploration opportunities that may become available
as a result of new propulsion capabilities. (pp. 18-19)
Earth-Based and Earth Orbital Observations
In the 1975 report, the Committee recommended that the ad-
equacy of NASA support for the earth-based optical and radar
programs, including aircraft and balloons for planetary obser-
vations, be reviewed regularly. The Committee was unable to
conduct this review during its 1977 schedule but now recommends
that this review be conducted no later than November 1978. (p.
20)
The order-of-magnitude improvement in spatial resolution avail-
able by use of the Space Telescope (ST), as well as access to
wavelength regions unavailable from ground-based observatories,
led us last year to "strongly recommend that a significant por-
tion of the LST schedule be made available for planetary studies
and that NASA begin immediate development of instruments that
are oriented toward planetary studies for the LST and for other
Shuttle deliverable payloads." COMPLEX wishes to reaffirm this
view and to recommend further that the scheduling of ST ob-
servations be based on the potential scientific return from each
proposed observational program with due regard for planetary
mission planning and that the group charged with allocating tele-
scope time be representative of the diverse interests of potential
users. (p. 20)
Planetary Quarantine Standards
The Committee... recommends that NASA conduct an overall
review of its planetary quarantine policy and the policy for return
and handling of samples from other planets to the earth in the
light of our knowledge of these planets and in consonance with
the terms of Article IX of the Outer Space Treaty. (p. 23)
THE INNER PLANETS
Strategy for Study of Inner Solar System: 1977-1987
As a statement of basic policy, the Space Science Board has
defined the primary goals for investigation of the solar system.
The primary goals are to determine the composition, structure,
and environment of the planets and their satellites in order to
define the present morphology and dynamics of the solar system
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and with the purpose of making major steps in understanding the
processes by which the planets formed from the solar nebula and
how they have evolved with time and how the appearance of life
in the solar system is related to the chemical history of the system.
The investigation of the interplanetary and interstellar medium is
considered an intrinsic part of such an endeavor. (p. 31)
The Committee recommends that there should be a shift in em-
phasis toward systematic exploration of selected planets. The
Committee also believes that some level of reconnaissance should
be continued in accessible regions where our ignorance is greatest
and where the opportunity of new discovery is large. (p. 31)
The Committee concludes that exploration of the inner solar
system will be an undertaking of major scientific importance well
beyond the next decade. (p. 32)
We have identified selected planets as the principal targets for
investigation over the next decade in order adequately to fulfill the
primary scientific goals enunciated by the Board and guarantee
scientific advances in these areas rather than attempt to bring
forward to a uniform level of exploration all the objects in the
inner solar system. (p. 32)
On a time scale of two decades it is our view that the general
level of exploration for all the planets of the inner solar system
should be brought into balance. (p. 32)
The Committee has concluded that observation and measurement
of the morphologic, physical, and chemical character of Mars,
Venus, Mercury, and the moon on a global scale are of high
general scientific importance and are basic to all planetological
studies. (p. 33)
COMPLEX recommends that the triad of terrestrial planets,
Earth, Mars, and Venus, should receive the major focus in ex-
ploration of the inner solar system for the next decade. The
ultimate goal in this exploration is to understand the present state
and evolution of terrestrial planets with atmospheres. The com-
parative planetology of these bodies is a key to the understanding
of the formation of the earth, its atmosphere and oceans, and
the physical and chemical conditions that lead to the origin and
evolution of life. (p. 34)
The atmosphere-free terrestrial planets, Mercury and the moon,
are complementary bodies of high scientific interest. (p. 34)
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Themoon must remain an important object of exploration, which
should receive strong consideration during the decade. (p. 35)
Steps should be made to prepare for the investigation of Mer-
cury after definition of an adequate propulsion capability and in
advance of availability of the system. (p. 35)
Subsequent to the development of an adequate transportation
system, it is the view of COMPLEX that more substantial re-
sources should be diverted toward the accomplishment of the
major objectives of planetary exploration. (p. 35)
Policy Considerations for Sample Return
In order to carry out an adequate program of exploration of the
solar system, there will be a need to return several times to some
planets with different spacecraft carrying different experiments,
over a period of two decades. (p. 40)
Conclusion, Summary, and Recommendations
As a result of this examination, COMPLEX recommends the
following:
1. Sample return from solar-system bodies should be considered
a mission technique within the framework of a continuing
program of scientific exploration and not a terminal, long-
term goal.
2. Studies should be initiated to develop the special technology
for such sample returns, with the moon, Mars, and Venus
being examples of prime candidates for such sample return.
3. In situ investigations should continue to be a major mission
mode for planetary exploration.
4. Efforts should be undertaken (as described in Chapter 6) to
identify and develop the more advanced scientific instrumen-
tation and manipulative techniques needed for the scientific
objectives of future in situ planetary investigations. (p. 41)
The Role of Global Maps
A global map or image of the surface of a planet at good resolution
is considered to be a major scientific contribution and is basic to
any advance in the understanding of the terrestrial planets. (p. 42)
We do not wish to imply that global images at increasingly high
resolutions are the means for continuing planetary exploration,
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but ratherthat an adequateresolutionglobalimageprovides
a fundamentalframeworkfor carryingout thespecificanalytic
experimentsonplanetarybodies.Thequantitative,analytic,and
observationalexperimentsmustundoubtedlybethemajormeans
of scientificadvancein aneraof intensivexploration.(p.43)
Objectives for Mars
We recommend that intensive study of Mars by spacecraft be
achieved within the period 1977-1987. (p. 43)
Pn'mary Objectives
In summary, the primary objectives in order of scientific priority
for the continued exploration of Mars are (1) the intensive study
of local areas (a) to establish the chemical, mineralogical, and
petrological character of different components of the surface ma-
terial, representative of the known diversity of the planet; (b) to
establish the nature and chronology of the major surface form-
ing processes; (c) to determine the distribution, abundance, and
sources and sinks of volatile materials, including an assessment
of the biological potential of the Martian environment, now and
during past epochs; (d) to establish the interaction of the surface
material with the atmosphere and its radiation environment; (2)
to explore the structure and general circulation of the Martian
atmosphere; (3) to explore the structure and dynamics of Mars's
interior; (4) to establish the nature of the Martian magnetic field
and the character of the upper atmosphere and its interaction with
the solar wind; (5) to establish the global chemical and physical
characteristics of the Martian surface.
These objectives are multiply connected. (p. 44)
Strate D, for Mars
• . . the global and in situ studies of the planet and the return
of Martian material are complementary components of an overall
program of investigation; each of the components is separately
necessary. (p. 49)
We note.., that although a specific sequence of investigations,
namely global and in situ studies followed by sample return, is
desirable, it is not necessary. (p. 49)
We... recommend that detailed exploration, on both global and
local scales, of the diverse environments of Mars for purposes of
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understanding surface, near-surface, and atmospheric processes is
a worthy goal in its own right and should be accomplished within
the next decade. (p. 49)
We... reaffirm our view that the return of unsterilized surface
and subsurface samples to Earth is a major technique for the
exploration of Mars. (p. 50)
Objectives for Venus
The Committee... recommends that there be continued explo-
ration of Venus by spacecraft during the next decade. (p. 55)
Primary Objectives
The primary objectives of the exploration of Venus during the
period 1977-1987, beyond the Pioneer Venus mission, in order
of importance, are (1) to obtain a global map of the topography
and morphology of its surface at sufficient resolution to allow
identification of the gross processes that have shaped the surface,
(2) to determine the major chemical and mineralogical composi-
tion of the surface material, (3) to determine the concentrations
of photochemically active gases in the 65-135 km altitude region,
and (4) to investigate the physical and chemical interactions of the
surface with the atmosphere and the composition and formation
of atmospheric aerosols. (p. 57)
We further recommend that some images be taken of a limited
number of selected regions at a substantially higher resolution
than indicated above. (p. 57)
The Committee has considered some possibilities and concludes
that a serious study effort of the technology of instruments op-
erating at Venusian surface temperatures and pressures must be
undertaken before any particular approach is recommended. The
substantial effort should be initiated in this area at the earliest
possible time. (p. 58)
Secondary Objectives
COMPLEX believes that acquisition of seismic data from Venus
should be maintained as a visible and highly desirable goal. (p.
58)
We recommend that preliminary studies be undertaken to deter-
mine the technical feasibility of returning samples of materials
from the surface of Venus in order to ascertain the significance
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of this technique in developing an effective strategy for Venusian
exploration over a time period of 20 years. (p. 59)
Strategy and U.S.-USSR Cooperation
It is the view of this Committee that continued scientific explo-
ration of Venus offers an ideal arena for cooperation between
the Soviet Union and the United States. We recommend that
cooperative efforts be undertaken according to the precepts set
forth earlier in this report. (p. 59)
Thus we recommend that a first U.S.-USSR collaboration proceed
through the independent development of complementary exper-
iments to be flown on a single spacecraft and plan for an early
collaborative launch. (p. 60)
Studies of Venus will make a crucial contribution to our under-
standing of the behavior and evolution of terrestrial environments.
As a result, studies of Venus must be pursued vigorously regard-
less of the fate of attempts to make it a cooperative endeavor. (p.
60)
Objectives for Mercury
Scientific Objectives
The primary planetary objectives in the exploration of Mercury for
the period 1977-1987 are to determine the chemical composition
of the planet's surface on both a global and regional scale, to
determine the structure and state of the planet's interior, and to
extend the coverage and improve the resolution of orbital imaging.
(p. 68)
Imaging
Secondary planetary objectives of Mercury explorations are (1)
further exploration of Mercury's magnetosphere and internal mag-
netic field, (2) measuring global heat flow, and (3) conducting
gravity and topographic surveys of the planet. (p. 69)
Conc_on
We recommend that the planet then be included as an element in
the sequence later in the decade and that the objectives as stated
be adopted as the guideline for mission planning to implement
the strategy, but with the proviso that initiating such a mission
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does not inhibit or detrimentally affect the primary emphasis on
the triad Earth-Mars-Venus. (p. 71)
Objectives for the Moon
Scientific Objectives
The primary scientific objectives for exploration of the moon by
spacecraft in the period 1977-1987, in order of importance, are (1)
to determine the chemistry of the lunar surface on both a global
and regional scale; (2) to determine the surface heat flow on both
a global and a regional scale; and (3) to determine the nature of
any central metallic core in the moon. (p. 72)
U.S.-USSR Cooperation
We recommend that formal negotiations to explore the possibility
of such coordinated lunar missions be initiated. (p. 74)
Fields and Particles for Inner Solar System
We recommend that the determination of the strength and char-
acter of the internal magnetic fields (both global fields and, where
possible, small-scale remanent fields) be an important goal in the
exploration of planetary bodies. (p. 75)
We recommend that both cruise and orbiting phases of planetary
missions be utilized for the conduct of important interplanetary
and solar measurements when such an approach offers a significant
increment over other available techniques and with due regard for
a balanced approach to the first-order goals of such missions. (p.
76)
The Committee regards an understanding of the fundamental
processes governing the solar wind's interaction with planets as
a major goal of solar-system exploration and recommends that a
global characterization be obtained of each planet's interaction
with the solar wind. (p. 76)
Minor Bodies Investigations
Meteorites
COMPLEX strongly recommends continued intensive studies on
meteorites as a parallel effort to the study of lunar samples, to
earth-based observations of the solar system, and to space missions
in the study of the planetary system. (p. 81)
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Conclusions
In order to develop properly the scientific objectives and the
relative place that direct exploration of these objects should have
in the overall strategy, as separate bodies and as a class of objects,
COMPLEX recommends that a special study be carried out during
the next year. (p. 81)
COMPLEX calls attention to its 1975 recommendation "that ef-
forts be directed toward establishing the nature and quality of
scientific experiments that could yield important data in a comet
encounter so that the role of a comet investigation can be properly
assessed in the framework of the current strategy." (p. 81)
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT
We recommend that a mechanism be established by NASA to
bring this knowledge to bear on planetary problems more effec-
tively. Instrumentation studies, organized by NASA, which focus
on specific instrument requirements and on present and future
problem areas, would be an effective first effort. (p. 86)
POSTMISSION DATA ANALYSIS AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH
We... recommend that NASA establish a vigorous and ongoing
program of data analysis and synthesis, which is designed to foster
interdisciplinary and comparative planetological research. (p. 89)
We further recommend that NASA arrange for each mission
science team to provide within a reasonable time frame a compre-
hensive report of its experiments and experimental results along
with extended interpretations of these observations. (p. 89)
EVALUATION OF PROPOSED PROGRAMS
Interdisciplinary Scientist Statement
COMPLEX unanimously agrees that every proposed planetary
mission should follow the lead of Atmosphere Explorer and Pio-
neer Venus in having interdisciplinary scientists appointed to the
mission Science Steering Group. (p. 91)
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STATUS OF EXISTING PROGRAMS
Viking-Extended Mission
COMPLEX recommends that the meteorology and imaging ex-
periments on both landers and the seismometer on Lander 2 be
continuously monitored and that the ranging to the Viking landers
be continued for as long as possible. (p. 93)
COMPLEX recommends that NASA maintain adequate ground
support (personnel, tracking, computers, and image processing
facilities) for the lifetime of the orbiters to ensure a maximum
return of imaging data. (p. 93)
The Committee recommends that special emphasis be given to
laboratory studies aimed at deciphering the data obtained by
Lander biology experiments. (p. 94)
COMPLEX recommends that full advantage be taken of oppor-
tunities during the Viking Extended Mission to carry out a series
of close encounters with the outer satellite, Deimos, in order to
determine its mass and mean density. (p. 94)
Pioneer 11
The value of the Pioneer 11 scientific role in exploring the outer
solar system led COMPLEX to recommend in 1975 that "the
coverage of Pioneer 11 be restored to a sufficient level by mid-1979
in order to optimize the science return at the Saturn encounter."
(p. 96)
Role of Lunar Samples and Data in Planetary Science
We view lunar sample research and lunar data analysis and syn-
thesis as essential elements of planetary studies and therefore
recommend that these elements continue to receive substantial
support as an integral and unique element of the exploration of
the inner solar system. (p. 97)
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